
                                   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Industrial Food Mixer

 
B 53-L  
for all mixing products in food industry sector, like salad
isodrinks, powder… Our standard B 53-L are available 
 

- beba B 53-L in 60 liter: 10-50 li
- beba B 53-L in 80 liter: 20-70 li
- beba B 53-L in 120 liter: 25-105

 
This easily transportable positive mixer has been speci
Industry. It comprises the following time-tested compon
 
This easily transportable positive mixer has been speci
industry. The mixer are made in stainless steel. It comp
components of the beba-system: 
 
B 53 stand 
With hinged mounting, adjustable in height, for raising t
mixing container. 
 
B 77-14 mixing unit 
Normal output 1.1 kW, speed controlled with a frequen
240 rpm. 
 
B 53 rotating table 
Two-speed pole changeable, normal output 0.09/0.15 k
10.5 rpm. 
 
The rotating table can take mixing containers up to a m
The mixer is supplied complete with two of our own ran
containers with an inlaid metal ring and a capacity of 80
constructed in such a way that other dimensions of mix
with it. 
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The positioning of the mixing tools in the container is non-concentric. The rotation of the 
mixing container itself means that the mixing medium is continually being fed back to 
the mixing tools, ensuring very intensive mixing within the shortest possible time. 
 
A food safe scraper blade, which is held against the inside wall of the mixing container 
by spring loading, ensures that the areas around the inside walls of the container are 
mixed just as thoroughly as the rest of the mixing medium. 
 
The rapid-action couplings enable the mixing tools to be exchanged within a matter of 
seconds. 
 
For safety reasons the mixer unit and the rotating table switch themselves off 
automatically when the mixing tools are raised out of the mixing container. 
 
 
B 53 dustcover 
A Teflon dustcover for complete dust-free mixing. Our Teflon dustcover is ideal to keep 
the mixing medium into the mixing container without any change to getting out of it. It 
protects the operator completely from any kind of dust whiles mixing. 
 
B 53 timer 
The B 53-L has a timer to fix the mixing time exactly between 0 – 60 min. 
 
For convenience in transporting the container a special trolley is available separately. 
 
Technical Data: 
Mains supply: Three-phase alternating current 400 Volts, 50 Hz, 
 Special version for single-phase AC also available 
 
Dimensions:  Length approx.: 1000 mm 
 Breadth approx.: 670 mm 
 Height approx.: 1200 mm 
 Weight approx.: 125 kg 
 
Mixing Tools: 
Diameter of spiral section of one pair of two mixing tools when  
mounted (applies to standard-type mixing tools only): …………….. 285 mm 
Length of mixing tools (standard length) ……………………………. 500 mm 
 
The standard-type mixing tools are type RS4-K, stainless steel which are delivered with 
mixer and which are suitable for almost any type of mixing medium. 
 
In addition to the standard-type mixing tools a large variety of special-type mixing tools 
for special application is available. 
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B 53-L close 
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B 53-L open 
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B 53-L open and pivoted to side 
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